


Welcome!
Mandy Ableidinger, Senior Policy Director
Alliance for Early Success

• Q&A: Use the Q&A function for questions and we’ll get to as many 
as possible.

• Chat: Feel free to tell us who you are and comment along in the 
chat, but put your questions for the panelists in the Q&A box.

• Recording: Recording and links/resources will be sent out in the 
next few days and will be posted at 
earlysuccess.org/stateactioncalls.
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What is the 
New Practice Lab?

The Lab works to improve the design 
and delivery of policies focused on 
family economic security and 
wellbeing with input from the people 
they are meant to serve.

We help government earn back trust by 
making the safety net simpler + more 
responsive to American families.

IMPROVING ACCESS TO 
EARLY CARE PROGRAMS

MEETING THE NEEDS OF 
FAMILIES AND CAREGIVERS

INCREASING FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES

We work on
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Research + support for policymakers
to put delivery at the center of new 
policy design

Improvement partnerships with 
families + public officials to improve 
delivery of existing policy 
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We work on two, mutually reinforcing fronts



The early care and education 
system lacks cohesion



Many programs, multiple broken paths

Early care and education programs positively impact long-term social, 
cognitive, emotional, and physical child development.

➔ 36 federal programs explicitly support child and family well-being.

➔ Access is hampered by chronic underinvestment and 
fragmentation, and creates real consequences for families with 
young children.

https://airtable.com/shrpMjZ2gSN4UK8t7/tblCdTtTjOrf5A8hQ


Understanding complexity in 
early care and education



We listened to families

The Lab worked with parents and community stakeholders in 
Minnesota to reduce complexity in ECE programs.

They cited multiple challenges to accessing early care and education 
programs, specifically understanding eligibility criteria, navigating 
cumbersome and repetitive applications, and limited options for 
programs.

We summarized this work in December 2022. 

https://www.newamerica.org/new-practice-lab/blog/families-with-young-children-face-a-labyrinth-of-early-care-and-education-programs/


Looking through a broader, national lens

50 STATE + DC SCAN

➔ Program websites

➔ Family-facing hubs

➔ Eligibility screeners

➔ Online applications

❏ Collocation of programs

❏ Family-centric plain 
language

❏ Site translation

❏ Readily available contact 
information

LOOKING FOR



Scan was scoped to four core programs



Families face a 
maze of programs

Most states offer families 
five or more distinct early 
care and education 
programs.



Programs are fragmented and complexity 
is widespread
Minnesota is not an outlier.

In a majority of states, information about the four core 
programs was spread out over three or more separate 
websites.

While states with consolidated governance structures were 
more likely to have program information collocated, this 
was not always the case.



Bright spots 
Clear program information and site navigation
Ohio's Bold Beginning website header has clearly labeled sections for families 
separate from providers. It also links to a translated site to support families who 
may not be comfortable navigating a site in English.

Source: Screenshot of Ohio Early Child Programs, Bold Beginning!, accessed March 
27, 2023, https://boldbeginning.ohio.gov/.



Bright spots
Eligibility screeners 
New Mexico offers a 5-step 
eligibility screener that doesn't 
require login information prior to 
using it. Results show all benefit 
programs the user may be eligible 
for, with links to applications 
where available and programs 
they may not qualify for. Source; Screenshot of New Mexico’s Early Child 

Education & Care Department, “Am I Eligible?”, 
accessed March 30, 2023



Bright Spots
Eligibility Screeners
First5 South Carolina offers an 
eligibility screener for over 40 
services. 

This was an example of a state with 
a “fragmented” ECE governance 
system that has collaborated to 
provide a single “front door” for 
families with young children. 

Source: Screenshot of First5 South Carolina eligibility 
screener, accessed March 30, 2023, https://first5sc.org/.



Bright spots

Improved application 
experiences
Colorado offers a single online 
application for all preschool 
programs, alleviating the burden 
of having to determine which 
programs one is eligible for and 
then completing multiple 
applications. Source: Screenshot of Colorado’s Department of Early 

Childhood online application, accessed March 30, 
2023, https://upk.colorado.gov/applications/.



Concluding Thoughts
ECE sector is largely fragmented → impedes families’ access

Deeper investments necessary to create a cohesive system

Consolidated ECE state governance structure is not a prerequisite 
for reducing complexity for families

Streamline and improve accountability in existing delivery systems 
to stretch existing investments now

Continue federal and state ECE alignment and coordination efforts



Federal Coordination and Support

The federal government has recognized the complexity families 
face in accessing ECE services, as well as the challenges 
administrators and providers face in delivering them.
• ACF model application
• Customer Experience Executive Order
• Care Executive Order
• ASPE’s Early Childhood Systems Collective Impact Project



Contact us 

Sarah Gilliland
Senior Policy Analyst
gilliland@newamerica.org 

Jessica Weeden
Senior Design Lead
weeden@newamerica.org 

mailto:gilliland@newamerica.org
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Transforming Access to Public Systems:
Building South Carolina’s Early Childhood Portal
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Flow of state & federal funds into South Carolina’s early childhood system



“As a parent you have 
to fill out [applications] 
several times, and it 
takes a lot of time.”

“Finding 
support can 
be difficult.” 

“It takes forever to 
wait at offices in-
person."

We listened
to 2500+ parents and caregivers in every county of the state
and members of the SC Family Voice Council



Our vision
All children will be successful



























How to build a family-centered portal
A roadmap for coordinating eligibility and enrollment in the
early childhood system



“When our two-year-old daughter was diagnosed with an 
extremely rare syndrome that impacted her hearing, we didn’t 
know where to start. First Five SC connected us to the 
resources we needed and coached us through the application 
process. Having all that information in one centralized place was 
key to getting the right kind of help – fast.”

Katie H.
South Carolina parent



Georgia Mjartan
Executive Director

gmjartan@scfirststeps.org

Rachal Hatton-Moore
Two-Generation Coordinator

rhatton@scfirststeps.org



Visit earlysuccess.org/stateactioncalls to find:
• Recording of this and past calls
• Links to resources
• Sign up form for invitations to future presentations

http://earlysuccess.org/stateactioncalls

